Note S1: Possible explanations for failures in motif-enrichment analyses
For two TFs, namely eyeless and prospero, the failure to detect the expected motif might be explained by the specificity of the motif to certain conditions. Therefore, we investigated the gene sets for which i-cisTarget apparently failed to identify the correct motif, i.e. the ey-GOF and pros-LOF sets. Concerning eyeless, we looked at another co-expressed gene set, namely genes expressed in the mushroom body (MB) according to FlyBase. The MB is a structure in the Drosophila brain involved in learning and memory where ey is also involved (1) . In that set we easily find the ey PWM. Therefore, the ey binding site in the eye could be different from the ey binding site in the mushroom body, and the available PWM for ey (based on in vitro binding specificities) may rather reflect the specificity in the mushroom body. Concerning prospero, we found that the pros motifs in our library (one from the SelexConsensus set (CWNNNCY) and one derived from a consensus site (CWYBDCY)) are very different from the pros motif reported by Choksi et al based on a DamID experiment (TWAGNY) (2) . Moreover, these pros motifs are also not detected directly on the DamID peaks (data not shown; we describe further below how i-cisTarget is used on peak regions). Therefore, the reason for not finding the pros motif is rather a biological problem of the dataset, than a failure of i-cisTarget.
Figure S1. Partitioning the non-coding genome
UCSC genome browser screenshot illustrating the different steps in the genome cutting procedure: Definition of initial seeds around peaks of conservation (orange track); Extension to obtain a full coverage of the genome (light orange track); CDS removal (yellow track); Insulator split (green track); Extension to a minimal length of 500 bp (red track).
Figure S2. Motif discovery performance for different putative regulatory region demarcations used for mapping gene signatures to the 136K scored regions
Heatmaps displaying the motifs discovered in various gene sets datasets; red indicates that the motifs ranks among the top 3 motifs, pink that the motif has an enrichment score above the NES threshold (NES >= 2.5), and black indicates that the expected motif is not found (The same color code used as in figure 3B ). Motifs discovered when using the default 5kb upstream, 5'UTR and S1: Supplementary Excel file with all the data sets used for validation (ChIP data sets and gene expression datasets), and all the individual motifs and iVEs.
